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Leading health law firm McDermott Will & Emery is hosting its annual Physician Practice Management and ASC Symposium on May 6-7, 2021.
McDermott Gathers Prominent Healthcare Executives at Annual Physician Practice Management and Ambulatory Surgery Center Symposium
This would allow those of us approaching older age and our patients and society to be comfortable that we can practice safely and effectively while taking advantage of the wisdom and experience we ...
Reflections of an aging physician
Don’t promote poorly evaluated treatment as cures. The right care at the right time for the right patient is essential ...
Evidence: The bedrock of Covid management
Doctors and managers should learn from clinical negligence claims in the same way that they learn from clinical incidents, experts have said. The Getting It Right First Time (GIRFT) programme and NHS ...
Clinical negligence: Doctors and managers must learn from litigation claims, say experts
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a progressive inflammatory disease involving the airways, alveoli and pulmonary vasculature, eventually leading to irreversible airflow limitation and ...
Pulmonary function testing in COPD: looking beyond the curtain of FEV1
The Glidewell Implant Business Essentials Continuum is designed to train dentists how to incorporate essential business, leadership ...
Glidewell Launches the Implant Business Essentials Continuum
Physicians expressing opinions on medical matters that run contrary to the consensus of experts pose a challenge to licensing bodies and regulatory authorities. While the right to express contrarian ...
If it ducks like a quack: balancing physician freedom of expression and the public interest
Valiant Clinic & Hospital, a multispecialty boutique hospital that is known for delivering world-class diagnostic and wellness services, has focused on addressing some of the most common health issues ...
Valiant Clinic & Hospital makes managing essential well-being an easy journey
Innovation is the ruling buzzword in business today. Technology companies invest billions in developing new gadgets; business leaders see innovation as the key ...
The Innovator's Way: Essential Practices for Successful Innovation
That professionalization “standardizes emergency response in order that what you might be getting since they’ve all these certs, and what they know and what they don’t.” Certifications can point out ...
The human-focused startups of the hellfire – TechCrunch
The Supreme Court has constituted a 12 member National Task Force to formulate a methodology for scientific allocation of liquid medical oxygen to all the States and Union Territories in order ...
BREAKING : Supreme Court Constitutes National Task Force To Formulate Methodology For Scientific Allocation Of Medical Oxygen To States, UTs
Diabetes has become a growing concern over the past decade, as more children are just as likely to be diagnosed with the condition as are adults. In terms of how we can come together as a society to ...
Diabetes Essentials Masterclass Series: Review Event Details
Kathleen Lin, MD, a board-certified female fertility specialist, is founding physician at Sound Fertility Care in Seattle. Dr. Lin’s Philosophy Even though my practice uses the latest science and ...
Ask a Castle Connolly Top Doctor: Know Your Options in Fertility Treatment
Bowen schools and doctors have pleaded with the council to allow a private psychology practice to expand to ease the “extreme shortage”.
Bowen’s Adaptive Strategies plans to expand psychological services
A private Bowen practice has applied to expand its discrete services to meet pressing mental health needs in the Whitsundays ...
Plans to ease ‘extreme shortage’ of psychologists
An expanding family medicine office provides with an additional option and a somewhat different approach to care, its leaders say.
New family practice clinic offers patients a choice
Glidewell is pleased to announce today the extension of its partnership with the Misch International Implant Institute. This educational support agreement, first ...
Glidewell and the Misch International Implant Institute Announce Extension of Educational Partnership
Witness testimony began Tuesday in the nation’s first federal lawsuit against three big opioid distributors, for their alleged role in the opioid crisis. Dr.
Doctor explains addiction in federal opioid trial
Physician Partners of America (PPOA) has named healthcare executive Mark Wade as its Chief Executive Officer as of May 1st, 2021. He brings over 20 years' of leadership experience most recently ...
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